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Scientific programme

16.00 - Registration of participants
16.30 - Authorities Welcoming
16.45 - Presentation of the Meeting
   S. Coaccioli
17.00 - Lecture
   E. Polati, G. Varrassi (Chairmen)
   Does sex matter? Sex X genes interactions in human pain
   I. Belfer

Scientific Session
   V. A. Peduto, C. Riccardi (Chairmen)

18.00 - Genetics of headaches
   E. Manfroi
18.20 - Pharmacogenetics
   C. Riccardi
18.40 - Degeneration of Nervous System: neuroinflammation and the role of non-neuronal cells
   S. Coaccioli
19.00 - Plenary Discussion
   V. A. Peduto, E. Polati, C. Riccardi, G. Varrassi
19.30 - Conclusions
   S. Coaccioli